My attempt in this paper is to further the discussion of the role of conceptual blending in cognitive poetics by looking more closely at the cognitive processes by which readers interpret a literary text. I start by describing the results of an informal experiment to determine what mapping strategies people actually use to solve an analogical problem. I discovered that people tend to map on the basis of similarity and relation; they do not spontaneously apply the more abstract reasoning processes based on form that may be unique to human beings, what Holyoak and Thagard (1995) call system mapping. I then analyze critical readings of a poem by Emily Dickinson from the perspective of conceptual blending. My analysis shows that different interpretations arise as a result of readers selecting different topologies and projections to make sense of the text according to their own knowledge, experience, intentions, and motivations. Missing from their interpretations is any attention paid to formal qualities -such as order and shape, or prosodie and linguistic features -that reveal the poem's tone or feeling, elements that would need to figure in a full system mapping approach. I then sketch out an approach toward reading Dickinson's poem based on a theory of literature that takes into account form as symbolic of human feeling (Langer 1953) . I conclude by suggesting that my approach offers a way that shows how system mapping based on a theory of art can provide a cognitive poetics reading that combines interpretive (conceptual) and experiential (emotional) responses.
Introduction
The role of conceptual blending in the development of cognitive poetics has been challenged on several fronts, not the least being that it is primarily concerned with the production of meaning and not therefore applicable to the aesthetic considerations of art in general and literature in particular. Much of the work on conceptual metaphor and blending reinforces this point of view in its focus on the cognitive processes that are claimed to be the same for both conventional and creative use of language (Lakoff and Turner 1987, Fauconnier and Turner 2002) , thus blurring the distinctions between them. Reuven Tsur's (1992 Tsur's ( , 1998 Tsur's ( , 2003 pioneering work in cognitive poetics addresses the aesthetic elements of sound and structure in poetic forms without invoking the theory of blending. This raises the question of whether blending theory is antithetical to the workings of the aesthetic mind or whether its failure to address the nature of aesthetic feeling is simply a factor of its relative newness. Its focus on the structures of concept and meaning rather than those of language and expression suggests the former; however, modeling the role of feeling in motivating the creation of meaning through blending has been attempted in the work of several cognitive scholars (Brandt and Brandt 2005 , Deacon 2008 , Freeman 2007 .
In addressing the role of blending in literary reading, my approach in this paper is double-jointed. On the one hand, I explore how a blending analysis of critical interpretations of Dickinson's poem can illuminate the ways readers arrive at different interpretations of a poem but cannot in itself resolve the conflicting readings that result. On the other hand, I argue that critical interpretations of a poem's meaning fail to capture the essence of a poem because they fail to recognize the experiential dimension of responding to a poem as "formulated feeling" (Langer 1953 ). The two parts are hinged on Holyoak and Thagard's (1995) observations of the human capability for system mapping. I argue that the distinction between a conceptual and a cognitive approach to a literary text rests on the lack, in a purely conceptual analysis, of a theory of literature that recognizes the role of formulated feeling.
I therefore argue that a theory of art is needed to underpin literary reading. My paper 1) shows how an informal experiment based on Holyoak and Thagard's (1995) theory of cognitive mapping reveals that people do not spontaneously apply system mapping in problem solving; 2) uses conceptual integration (blending) theory to explore the mapping strategies literary critics adopt to interpret a Dickinson poem and shows how these strategies result in multiple conflicting interpretations; and 3) offers a way to approach a literary text by applying system mapping based on Langer's (1953) theory of art.
Historical background
[Ajdults have the potential for creative mental leaps that break the bounds of simple similarity, yet they also continue to be guided -and sometimes beguiled -by surface resemblances (Holyoak and Thagard 1995: 100).
When I was teaching at Los Angeles Valley College, the Math and English Departments for a while shared a lab for computer assisted instruction. This close proximity of the two departments led to a collaborative project in which some of us tried to discover why students were experiencing difficulty with word problems in beginning Algebra. Since so many students were non-native speakers of English, the math faculty thought it might be their struggle with the language that was causing the problem. Although the project did not get off the ground (primarily because of the constraints of heavy teaching loads, administrative responsibilities, and the lack of research funding), it did lead me to engage in individual research on the role of cognition in language interpretation.
I suspected that the trouble the students were having with word problems in algebra was not so much the result of the language in which the problems were couched but in the way the students were applying the cognitive skills needed to solve them. At the time, I was reading Keith Holyoak and Paul Thagard's (1995) book, Mental laaps, in which, as cognitive scientists, they revisited the data provided by the chimpanzee experiments of the mid-twentieth century in order to arrive at a better understanding of human cognitive skills. 1 Based on a test that a chimpanzee named Sarah was never able to solve, I designed a quiz for the students (Fig. 1 ). The only difference between the two was that I could ask the students why they chose one alternative over the other, something that of course Sarah could not do. If one applies attribute and relational mappings to the question of which alternative better matches the sample, the tendency will be to choose alternative B, which at least shows a 50% match between the upper pairs of objects. However, a more complex and sophisticated mapping, based on isomorphic relations of relations, would result in choosing alternative A. That is, the relation between the upper pair of objects in the sample to the upper pair of objects in A is same-different, and the relation between the lower pairs is also same-different. Therefore, based on a system mapping interpretation, alternative A would be the better choice (Fig 2) . System Answer: A (from Holy oak and Thagard 1995: 71) . Holyoak and Thagard (1995: 81) claim that "[t]he capability of finding system mappings, which begins to develop at about age five, is a major cognitive transition separating human intelligence from that of any other species". How did the students perform?
In the first runs of the quiz, I quickly learned that it made no difference how many times I changed the wording of the question (thus putting to rest the initial idea that it was the language that was causing the problem); the students overwhelmingly chose B. When a few did choose A, their reasons were similar to the reasons given for choosing Β (in addition to B's 50% match). That is, reasons given all included some mention of the features attached to the objects shown (organic, edible, tool, etc.) . What this told me was that our students were not spontaneously applying system mapping to the problem; rather, they were mapping on the basis of identity and similarity, and relating the various objects according to their function, organicness, etc., thus applying attribute and relational mappings to the problem, something that Sarah, after a great deal of training, was also able to do. Were the students no better than trained chimpanzees? Intrigued by these results, I distributed the test to as many staff and faculty at the college as I could find, with similar results. Even math and philosophy faculty used attribute and relational mappings to solve the problem.
Only one staff member -our computer specialist -applied system mapping and chose A for that reason. 2 In case you run away with the idea that people at my college were unusually cognitively deficient, I should note that I then took my quiz on the road, to graduate students, local teachers, and faculty at Lancaster University in England, to an ICLC conference in Amsterdam, and most recently to faculty, staff, and students in a Humanities seminar at Colby-Sawyer College in New Hampshire, with similar results. 3 Not being a social scientist, my experiment was conducted informally; I did not have the expertise to set up the necessary controls and do statistical analysis that would normally be demanded. However, 1 believe that my informal survey was quite legitimate in its discovery that people on the whole spontaneously use attribute and relational rather than system mapping in approaching an analogy problem like the one given to Sarah. Of course, when presented with the system answer, everyone without exception was able to see the solution. Although my findings have obvious pedagogical implications (once people see, will they then use system mapping in subsequent experiments?), my own research interests led me to apply my findings to the ways in which readers adopt mapping strategies in understanding and interpreting poetry.
This rather lengthy background discussion leads me to the point of this paper. What I have discovered in examining the interpretations of poetry provided by both general readers and scholars is that differing interpretations of poetry depend on both the kind and level of mapping strategies adopted (Freeman 1998 (Freeman , 2002 . System mapping, as the experiment shows, demands the more abstract cognitive capability of seeing structural, isomorphic relations between different concepts. Although the Sarah experiment deals with visual objects, system mapping also applies to analogies used in natural language to create new meanings. This general cognitive process is known as conceptual integration, or blending. Readers construct meaning and significance from a poetic text through the operation of blending. As Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 158) note, although interpretations of a language expression may differ, the mapping schemes used are the same. The actual mappings might differ as a result of selecting different counterparts for the cross-space mapping and performing different integrations in the blend (2002: 168) . These choices partly depend on the use of background knowledge, context, and long-term memory, but little work has been done to date on how these and other factors might constrain interpretation. A still relatively unexplored question is what, in any given interpretation, determines the choice of input spaces and what gets selected in them for projection to the blend. A closer examination of the mappings used by readers of poetry would thus explain not only how readers are able to find different meanings in literary texts, but also how they construct the blends that yield these meanings. As my discussion of the Sarah experiment shows, different interpretations arise not simply from the use of knowledge, context, and memory, but also from application of the three mapping strategies of similarity, structure, and purpose.
Over the past half century, many literary scholars have analyzed Dickinson's poem, "I heard a Fly buzz -when / I died -" (F591 /J465) 4 .1 decided, therefore, to look at some characteristic readings of this poem to see what kind of mapping strategies critics were using to interpret it. The existence of multiple possible meanings in poetic texts provides a way of exploring how readers determine both the nature and topology of the input spaces and what gets chosen from them to project into the blend. My initial hypothesis -that a blending analysis might lead to the possibility of evaluating readers' insights based on their use of attribute, relational, and system mapping -proved to be wrong. There was no independent way based on conceptual blending alone to determine validity among the various interpretations I examined.
My data was drawn from two sources: Joseph Duchac's (1979) annotated guide to Dickinson's poetry, which contains 61 entries on the poem from 1949 to 1977, and a selected array of criticism from 1977 to the present time. I sorted the various analyses of the poem into groups according to their metaphorical or symbolic interpretations, and examined each of these groups to determine whether the readers were using the same mapping paths to arrive at their conclusions. I then compared these conceptual mappings across the various groupings. 
Preliminary Readings of Dickinson's Fly Poem
Dickinson's Fly poem presents a typical nineteenth century deathbed scene, in which family and friends gather in the death chamber to witness the passing of a dying person (Hogue 1961 Reading the many interpretations of this poem that I have been able to access, I begin to wonder if the ambiguities inherent in poetic language are like the gestalt ambiguity of a Necker cube, in which both images/interpretations are coherent but incompatible since they cannot both be held in the mind at the same time. Holyoak and Thagard (1995: 242) provide some evidence from parallel constraint satisfaction theory in connectionist networks that the activation of compatible subsets and the deactivation of incompatible ones are similar to the processes that "underlie the use of schémas in human cognition". The differing interpretations critics have given to Dickinson's poem all depend on the selection and suppression of various schémas on all three levels of image, structure, and purpose.
At the level of mapping by identity, critics who see Dickinson's fly as either a symbol of life or a symbol of death are almost equally divided. Some see it as both. Likewise, whereas some equate the fly with Satan or evil, others identify it variously as the soul, as the "King" of stanza 2, as putrefaction, as nature in its most trivial aspect. These equations are all operating on the level of attribute mapping.
As Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 353-387) note, linguistic forms prompt for the construction of elaborate and sometimes complex integration networks. The reasons and explanations the critics give for their selection of equivalences for the fly, the King, the dying persona, and so on, all involve constructing scenarios in which the language of the poem is made to achieve some kind of interpretive coherence. These scenarios often involve the development of structural analogy. For example, the reasons critics give for creating similarity between the fly and the soul depend on their construction of an analog}' between the fly in the death chamber and the soul in the body. These critics are adopting the CONTAINER image schema in order to create an analogous relationship: just as the fly buzzing at the window is attempting to escape the confines of the room, so the soul at death is attempting to escape the confines of the body. 6 Note that in the poem there is no direct evidence that the fly is actually at the window; this scenario has been introduced by the critics from experience: memories of seeing and hearing flies at windows in rooms. Nor is the analog}' necessarily perfecdy isomorphic: although some critics make a logical inference that the meaning of the poem lies in the denial of an afterlife, since as the fly cannot escape (presuming the window to be closed), neither can the soul, others who make the fly-soul identity connection nevertheless argue for the poem asserting belief in an afterlife.
Often critics will draw from other writings by Dickinson as well as authors she is known to have read to compile analogous relationships to support their interpretation. For example, Lucas (1969: 65) 
What is the significance of the Fly? What is its relation to the dying person? If the 'Fly' is a blowfly, does it symbolize the processes of putrefaction, or is it the sign of the winged soul and that the 'King/Be witnessedin the Room?' The mystery evoked by the one word "Blue' in the final stanza is enough to indicate that the physiological riddle of death may have more than one answer.
In a footnote, Lucas writes:
Within the body of the Religo is one of Browne's poems in which a 'Flie' may well have influenced the Dickinson poem. Browne wrote:
There will I sit like that industrious Flie, Buzzing Thy praises, which shall never die, Till Death abrupts them, and succeeding Glory Bid me go on in a more lasting story.
Although Lucas entertains the possibility of the fly having more than one meaning, her reference to the quotation from Sir Thomas Browne indicates her preference for Dickinson's belief in the afterlife.
The interpretation given to a poem is itself the construction and elaboration of meaning through the operation of blending, with projections made from the various input spaces set up by the reader. These projections are constrained by the intention or motivation of the particular critic. 7 Ostensibly, Dickinson critics claim that their interpretations reflect the poet's intentions: "Dickinson tells us [...]" (Pollak 1984: 196) ; "For Dickinson, death is always [...]" (Loving 1986: 63) ; "Dickinson arrives at her moment of truth [...]" (Budick 1985: 194) . Invariably, these interpretations conflict, not just at the level of attribute or relational mapping, but at the system level mapping of purpose. 8 In their attempt to achieve coherence in interpretation, critics use the various strategies Holyoak and Thagard mention in their multiple constraint theory. In the following section, I explore three different sets of conflicting interpretations in order to determine to what extent mapping strategies, constraints on identification of relevant spaces, and selection of topology for projection are guiding the critics' readings.
The Search for Coherence: Three Case Studies Gibbs's (1999: 328) cognitive intentionalist premise states that one can determine "through empirical means the possible ways that assumptions about intentionality shape understanding". The problem in poetry interpretation, Gibbs claims, lies in the difficulty of inferring the poet's "subjective intentions". To address this problem, Gibbs suggests that readers create what he calls "hypothetical intentions": an idealized version of what the poet has written. This idealized version is arrived at through 1) the text itself, 2) consideration of the conditions under which it was created, and 3) the existence of sufficient common ground between writer and reader. In developing possible hypotheses about how people arrive at meaningful experience through the search for authorial intentions, Gibbs suggests that "[assumptions about authorial intentions are an essential part of our cognitive systems and function automatically in people's interpretations of human artifacts " (1999: 333) . In testing this hypothesis, one would need to unpack the "automatic" functioning or the cognitive unconscious that underlies the readers' analyses.
Analyzing literary scholars' interpretations of a single poem from the point of view of the cognitive mappings they are using proves extremely hard to do, since in the process I myself have to map the diffuse language of literary scholarship onto the precise mechanisms of cognitive mapping. On the one hand, I am trying to test Fauconnier and Turner's claim that people use the same mapping skills to arrive at meaning, and on the other I am trying to determine the constraints that govern what gets selected for emergent interpretation (from the blend) to occur. My hypotheses are threefold: 1) although human cognitive mapping skills may be the same in all cases, they are not always, as the Sarah experiment suggests, applied similarly in a particular situation; 2) choice of constraint determines what meaning emerges; different constraints will produce different interpretations; 3) constraint choice depends to a large extent on the interaction between a reader's perception of authorial intention and his or her own "personal history, motives, and expertise" within the domains of his or her socioculturai environment (Gibbs 1999: 334) . The following discussion explores these three hypotheses in several critical interpretations of Dickinson's poem.
1) The Limits of Experience
The fact that we can never know for sure what, if anything, happens to us after we die underlies the first set of readings of Dickinson's poems. In these readings, however much we try to strive after the unknowable, however much we might desire to believe in an afterlife, such attempts and desires are futile. Many critics have situated Dickinson's Fly poem within the cultural conventions of nineteenth century belief in the significance of the deathbed scene to prefigure the soul's salvation (Anderson 1960 , Johnson 1985 , Olney 1993 , Hogue 1961 , among many others). In the limits of experience readings, the mappings created are counterfactual negatives. That is, a forced incompatibility between spaces creates a self-contradictory blend which falsifies the belief space. James P. Carse's (2008: 103-106) reading of the poem is a case in point. In his discussion of death as "experience of the end of experience, Carse sets up the belief space of the deathbed scene as one of expectancy on the part of the dying person and the watchers, the "last onset" when "the King be witnessed in the room", typifying anticipation of the soul's release into immortality. The experience space contains the physical description of the mourners who appear lifeless -"Those attending are silent and unmoving; their tears have dried; even their breathing has ceased" -as opposed to the fly -"The only obvious presence of life is the fly, wandering the room without knowing why or where ('uncertain' and 'stumbling')". Both spaces share topology: there is a dying person, watchers by the deathbed, an air of expectancy toward the moment of death when something "solemn and climactic" will happen. There are, however, also disanalogies which cause conflict in the blend and make one space counterfactual to the other. In the conventional belief space, it is the watchers who are witnessing the passing of the dying person, and thus the scene is enacted from their point of view. In the experience space, the point of view is coming from the dying person, and it is the watchers who appear lifeless. In the belief space, the watchers anticipate the arrival of God or Christ as "the King" to take the dying person's soul. In the experience space, only a fly intrudes. As the watchers live in the blend of the belief space, they project their experience of an actual dying into a blended space by their belief in an immortality space, in which God will rescue the soul from its mortal end to a new beginning in Christ, so that the "end" is the "beginning" as the moment of death becomes that "last onset". But since the poem is told from the perspective of the dying persona, the belief space becomes counterfactual, so that it is the experience space that is actual, and there is no projection of a new beginning from the end, nor a God-King arriving to rescue the soul.
In this reading, the focal image of the fly triggers the disanalogies that make the belief space counterfactual. "Flies", Carse tells us, "are to be killed and brushed away". But Dickinson's fly does two things: 1) it "seizes our attention, making us aware of the silence and lifelessness of all else. The fly reduces the weight of the moment, trivializes the great event"; and 2) "it displaces the common image of the winged soul leaving its bodily imprisonment for unbounded spaces, and in doing so it mocks the image". In Carse's reading, there is no "enduring substance", either for the fly or the soul. In the end, both will be brushed away and forgotten. As Carse runs and elaborates the blend that is the poem, his perspective comes from the world of the living who both forget the dead and lose their own sense of community as a culture, so that the conventional religious perspective betrays the true religious perspective of memory and "communita?\ A comparison of Carse's reading with another that shares belief in the limits of experience is instructive. Whereas Carse's reading ultimately focuses on the limited perspective of the living, Jane Donahue Eberwein's (1985: 219) reading focuses on the loss of that perspective by the dying. The difference is one of purpose. Whereas Carse uses Dickinson's poem to shed light on "an understanding of our own death", Eberwein's intention in her book on Dickinson is to shed light on "the mind that produced" the poems (ix). For Eberwein, then, Dickinson's Fly poem highlights the limitations imposed upon the human condition, so that even "[imagination -although fused in a blending of dream and drama -could never fully place her [the poet] outside the circuit [of the life world], however she might pivot on its brink". Eberwein's blend of "dream and drama" sets up two input spaces. In one, you have the poet attempting to explore the "mysteries" that lie beyond the life-world. In the other you have a dead person who, being beyond the life-world, has access to those mysteries.
Identity mapping between the two spaces adds value to role, so that the poet plays "the role of the dead person" in order to probe the mysteries blocked for the living poet. As E. Miller Budick (1985: 173) has noted, analogies "depend for their validity upon images that are transferable from one realm of existence to another". However, the disanalogy between life and death creates a conflict in the blend. The fly, in Eberwein's (1985: 219) reading, is mapped not onto the soul but onto the "trivial but nonetheless firm clutch of the circuit [life] world" that "blocks celestial revelation" so that it is impossible for Dickinson to "achieve perspective on the mysteries she wanted to probe". Dickinson's imagination creates a persona speaking from "beyond circumference", but what the persona says is restricted to "the circuit world and its final bitter deprivation". 9 It appears from these two studies that system mapping or purpose is dictating the similarity and structural mappings the reader selects. Although both studies draw similar conclusions about the limits of experience, they differ in their choice of topology within spaces and what gets selected from these topologies for projection. Whereas these studies, and others like them, focus on the limitations of human experience that constrain knowledge, the next two sets of readings take a different position, albeit in conflict with each other.
2) The Portal to Nowhere: Death as Disintegration Several critics take the position that the poet's communicative intention in the Fly poem is to assert a nihilism of total extinction. Brooks, Lewis, and Warren (1973 : 1249 -1250 perhaps express the point most bluntly in their claim that the poem reveals "a disconcerting truth: that one's death may be a most trivial event, hedged about with irrelevancies, and leading to no afteräß' (my emphasis).
In these readings, metaphors of light and seeing as understanding constrain the ways in which the fly is perceived. For example, Greg Johnson (1985: 166) sees the poem as "grimly ironic in its brilliant contrasting of the conventional and pious sentiments attending the deathbed scene with a stark rendering of the 9 Robert Weisbuch (1975: 99) makes a similar point in discussing the adopted perspective of the poem's persona: "In Ί heard a Fly buzz -when I died,' we are placed at the pole of the antitype; there is no ostensible suggestion that the poem is describing anything 'earlier' than how the mind feels when it dies. Yet the scene of this 'last onset' is so exclusively the mind that it cannot help suggesdng figurai, experiential states of consciousness. Thus Dickinson insists that the posthumous voice can remain to speak with us, though logically it should be gone and silent. Her justification is that the voice, by hyperbole, speaks to our living condition".
gradual extinction of perception: a perception helplessly fastened to the blue uncertain stumbling of a common housefly, a symbol of the everyday unpleasantness of life and of the carrion the speaker will soon become. In the final line of the poem, Ί could not see to see,' the first 'see' refers to simple physical seeing, while the last is the more comprehensive seeing of perception and spiritual vision".
A focus on perception leads readers to select the poem's images that most direcdy link to sight: the eyes, the synaesthetic use of color in the "blue buzz" of the fly, the light, the windows. Wardrop (1996: 192, n. 1) claims that Dickinson's use of the term window in her poetry "nearly always makes an epistemological statement" in that "the window bifurcates the world, aligns perception into terms of inner and outer, posits a necessary duality constandy policed by the beholder". For Wardrop, the Fly poem's last line "locates a kind of epistemological nihilism".
In these readings, extinction of perception is equated with extinction of life. The intrusion of the fly becomes a relational one. As Kher (1974: 206) notes: "Death seems to mean here the total loss of perception: the windows fail and the persona cannot see to see. The last conscious link with reality is established through the buzz of the fly. The humming of the fly or song of death unsettles the relationship between the dying person and the light. In death, then, the dying person does not experience anything at all concerning life after death. The blue, which is Dickinson's symbol for eternity, becomes here the symbol of complete extinction". In Porter's (1981: 239) reading, the housefly is compared with Emerson's transparent eyeball: "As Emerson's eyeball moment is the touchstone of the nineteenth-century New England epiphanic idealism, Dickinson's fly marks the fall into disorder [...] . Whereas Emerson in perfect exhilaration could say he became a transparent eyeball, Dickinson's speaker at the end of her nihilistic poem says Ί could not see to see.' The fly takes the place of the savior, irreverence and doubt have taken the place of revelation". Both Kher's and Porter's readings invoke the conventional metaphors that link light to seeing and seeing to knowing, so that failure of light means failure of consciousness.
It seems that critics who take the position that the poem is a statement about total extinction are applying both attribute and relational mappings in elaborating the poem's metaphoric blend. The role of the fly in these readings blocks the light of celestial revelation and therefore stands for final extinction.
3) The Portal to Immortality: Heaven or Hell
It is perhaps ironic that in adopting the opposing position of authorial intention -that Dickinson is affirming that there is life after death - Cameron (1979) reverses the meaning other critics have constructed from the poem's last line, "I could not see to see -", in her claim that the central premise of the poem is that "death is survived by perception" (115). She arrives at this interpretation by constructing a divided persona: one who has a false preconception of death that "gives way only to darkness" (114) and a "more knowledgeable" one who finally comes to see the reality of death in surviving it (208). The fly becomes the enabler ("the King") who obscures life, allowing the speaker to see death. In this reading, the counterfactual spaces set up in the limits of experience mappings no longer hold. Instead, the poem "collapses the distinction between subjective and objective time, to assert that an eternity of consciousness and a finite consciousness painfully subject to instant termination at the mere caprice of an insensate world are time schemes compatible, even complementary. Thus two notions logically exclusive -that death is the end of life, specifically conceived as a loss of consciousness, and that perception is the end of life (consciousness contained, even heightened) -are in the poem stalwartly presented as if they were the same thing" (121). Cameron attempts to resolve the apparent counterfactuality of death as the end of existence by creating a time blend in which objective or exterior time, with its historical apperception of past, present, and future, is fused with subjective or interior time of a timeless or perpetual present.
The paradox at the heart of Cameron's attempt to blend two logically exclusive notions is resolved by Budick's (1985) extensive analysis of Dickinson's symbolic poetics. In Budick's reading, both our and the poem's persona's understanding of the onset of death is governed by the symbolic facts of language, so that the three levels of symbolic exegesis -physical, psychophysiological, and philosophical -are "all facets of a single multidimensional reality" (169). In the Fly poem, however, these facets contradict rather than reinforce each other:
Each of the symbol's multiple meanings in some sense invalidates each of its other meanings. The fly, for example, can be interpreted as both a literal, physical housefly, existing in the concrete reality of the external world, and as a metaphor for the death of consciousness, a death that would, for all intents and purposes, obliterate the existence of the literal, physical world. One set of significations has the effect of repudiating the other. Similarly, the windows that fail are intended to signify, simultaneously, the external windows of the house, the windows that are the eyes, and the window that is the soul, and yet the eclipse of the outer world essentially denies the existence of eyes and soul both; and if the eyes and soul cannot see (another version of the death of consciousness), then it is as if the literal windows do not exist. The combined effect of this set of potentially self-isolating and mutually annihilating symbols is, I believe, to create, not a unity of cosmic experience, but as the symbol's many meanings begin to split apart and cancel each other, a nullity instead (169-170).
Budick's reading is saved from the conclusion that these counterfactuals define the limits of experience or indicate the nihiiism of death, as in the first two sets of readings, by her examination of the purpose or intent of the Fly poem. Like Cameron, she reads the poem's persona as one who is governed by the conventional acceptance of certain symbolic assumptions, such as the analogous relations drawn between the experienced and the natural world that have their "heavenly counterparts", like the analogy drawn between the stillness in the air and that between the "Heaves of Storm" (172). Unlike Cameron, however, Budick attributes an alternative and opposing view, not to a divided persona, but to the poet herself:
Thus, in Ί heard a Fly buzz,' it is not the poet of the poem who accepts the analogical premises of the 'Heaves of Storm' philosophy and who is therefore carried at the end to perpetual eclipse. Rather, it is the narrator who errs in her symbolic reasoning. For the poet and for the reader the fly can communicate an authentic vision, and it succeeds in communicating this vision symbolically: like all symbols, the fly brings the noumenal and the phenomenal into some kind of relationship (187).
In other words, the disanalogies of counterfactual mappings Budick discerns are not between the conflicting symbolic interpretations attributed by a divided persona to the elements of the natural world, but between "the earthly and the transcendent" (188). The fallibility of conventional symbolism is to assume that correspondences can be created between the natural and the divine: "the symbol that attempts (or that is employed in an attempt) to intimate divine realities through static, analogical equations, the symbol that tries (or that is forced), in vain, to fuse things that are created disparate, is doomed to failure"
(188):
But the fly is no ordinar)' symbol, for what it is made to symbolize about the earthly and the transcendent is not the analogical closeness or synecdoche that joins the two, but the total disparity that keeps them separate. Despite its symbolic meaning, the fly never stops being a perfectly literal, asymbolic housefly. It is never allowed, imagistícally or symbolically, to escape the ordained boundaries of its irreversible materiality, and those boundaries are what prevent its horrifying merger with the divine and its destruction of faith. By preserving the fly's two meanings uncompounded, the poet enables it to be a natural object and a supernatural signifier both. And that, in turn, allows the fly to furnish an accurate representation of cosmic reality, a reality that is itself discontinuous and not compound. In being made to emphasize the difference between itself and God, the fly is able to confirm for us the existence of the "King", the same king whose existence is eclipsed by the same fly when its symbolic meaning is misinterpreted by the narrator of the poem (187-188).
Or, one might say, by its readers. I have quoted Budick at length because she, more than all the other critics, has applied a system mapping approach within the context of a general understanding of the way symbolic language shapes our perceptions in a socio-cultural context.
A Theory of Art
What is missing, ironically, in all the literary critical analyses of Dickinson's poem examined is any recognition of the experiential dimensions of reading the poem. 10 I think this is because the modern critic has lost sight of the fundamental purpose of literature that is true of all the arts, has failed to understand that, as Susanne Κ. Langer (1953: 40) expresses it, "Art is the creation of forms symbolic of human feeling". 11 Feelings arise from three sources: sensations, As the three case studies have shown, Holyoak and Thagard's multiconstraint theory of similarity, structure, and purpose explains how the reader is able to construct meaning and significance by constraining the schémas that enable cross-space mappings and projection to the blend. All three suggest different and conflicting statements of belief: there is life after death; there is no life after death; we can never know whether there is or isn't. Is Dickinson, then, an agnostic, an atheist, or a believer? Critics have argued for any one of these positions. In doing so, they are looking at what the poem means rather than what the poem is, a mistake that treats expressive, non-discursive language as though it were communicative and discursive. 12 By missing the point of artistic purpose, critics end up creating their own meanings as though they were the poet's. As Langer (1953: 245) notes, "To create the poetic priman' illusion, hold the reader to it, and develop the image of reality so it has emotional significance above the suggested emotions which are elements in it, is the purpose of evenword a poet writes". Literary evaluation needs to consider the formulated feeling that the poem constructs. The question and challenge for cognitive scientists is to consider whether conceptual blending theory can be broadened into a full-blown cognitive theory to include the role of feeling, or whether different cognitive processes are at work. The question and challenge for literary critics is to consider how they might incorporate Langer's theory of art as "the creation of forms symbolic of human feeling" into their literary interpretations. In the following section, I attempt the beginning of an approach to these questions by returning to an examination of the poem itself.
cal presentation of Coleridge's principles as they are identified through comments in his essays and notebooks. 12 An anonymous reviewer of an earlier draft of this paper commented on the attention the question of belief directs to the poet rather than the poem, but this is what in fact the critics are doing. Another reviewer asked whether the question should rather be addressed to the tone of the poem, whether "hopeful, hopeless, or unsure". This suggestion introduces the experiential feelings evidenced by the poem, which 1 believe is the right way to approach it. There are many poems in Dickinson's work that express any one of these positions, which argues more for imaginative feeling than statement of belief. However, if one applies the test of tone -"hopeful, hopeless, or unsure" -to Dickinson's Fly poem, none of them capture the poem's tone, as I show in the following section.
Constructing the Cognitive Blend
As Holyoak and Thagard's work suggests, system mapping is a necessary component for the creation of symbolic language and conceptual metaphor by mapping difference as well as sameness through the formal qualities inherent in elements brought into relation. It might therefore also be one of the cognitive mechanisms by which forms are made symbolic of human feeling. This is the hypothesis I test in this section by tracing the forms of feeling in Dickinson's poem. First is the question of motivation: why Dickinson wrote this poem. That of course is an impossible question to answer, but there are clues as to what might have motivated her. Samuel Taylor Coleridge once remarked that poets draw from two sources: their experience of nature and their encounter with books. Hyatt Waggoner (1968: 673-674, n. 4) noticed the echoes of image and language that exist between Dickinson's Fly poem and Hawthorne's chapter called "Governor Pyncheon" in The House of the Seven Gables (1851), and there is evidence that Dickinson played with creating poetic responses to her reading. 13 It is as though Dickinson, on reading Hawthorne's description of the Judge's death, thought, "What can I do with this theme? What is it like to experience the moment of death?" A comparison of similarities and differences between the two reveals that Dickinson's mappings of the structures and forms of Hawthorne's chapter illuminate the affective nature of Dickinson's poem.
Hawthorne's conceit in the chapter is to imagine an observer who delays recognition of death, even though his descriptions make it clear to the reader that the Judge is indeed dead, thus setting up an ironic situation in which, as the observer lists at length all the things the Judge should be up and doing instead of sitting motionless in his chair, the reader (at least this one) becomes emotionally exasperated at the failure of the observer to see the plain truth. Although the ostensible purpose of this conceit is to allow Hawthorne to focus on the Judge's worldly life, his character and future expectations, it also draws the reader into an emotional engagement with the scene: "You must hold your own breath, to satisfy yourself whether he breathes at all. It is quite inaudible. You hear the ticking of his watch; his breath you do not hear" (301). 14 The ticking watch is the only other sound apart from the storm gusts outside and it is "a fearful one" which "has an effect of terror" (311). What terror there is must be experienced by the observer, since the Judge is past all feeling.
What does Dickinson do with the image schémas and structural relationships of Hawthorne's chapter? First, she fuses the dying person with the observer, so that the observer who is seeing a person already dead becomes the person seeing in the process of dying. Second, she maps Hawthorne's address to "you" which engages the reader in the process of witnessing the dead body onto the watchers by the deathbed whose "Eyes have wrung them dry" (a remarkably condensed metaphor that combines the conventional image of wringing one's hands in grief with the wringing of a wet cloth to make it dry) and whose "Breaths are gathering firm". Third, she compresses both the images of Hawthorne's cat and mouse, and the window entry into consciousness and the soul, into the fly interposing itself "between the light -and me -". Such compression inherits the fortuitous accidental associations of a fly as feeding on death, feelings of disgust, and the idea of evil (in the naming of Beelzebub as "lord of the flies"). Fourth, she interiorizes the scene within the confines of the death chamber so that Hawthorne's mapping of a Grimalkindevil that is outside looking in is drawn into the chamber in the form of the fly interposing itself between the dying person and the window letting in the light. Similarly, the storm that is physically raging outside in Hawthorne's chapter is rendered as an analogy to the stillness of the air within the death chamber, so that the "heaves of storm" may more directly be read metaphorically as interior ones. Finally, the ticking of the Judge's watch, which is the only sound within the silence of the room, becomes the buzzing of the fly, collapsing the idea of time in Hawthorne's image with the incessant life-movement of the fly. These compressions all serve to shift the point of view from the external observer to the dying person. The effect of this shift is to remove all traces of feeling from the death scene.
As Waggoner notes, Hawthorne's chapter ends on a much more optimistic note than Dickinson's poem, with the light of morning streaming through the windows into the Judge's death chamber, after the light that had grown "fainter and fainter" as the window receded from view with the approach of darkness. The poem moves from the dying persona's sensation of sound ("I heard") to the failure of the sensation of sight ("I could not see"), a framing device that serves to contain the deathbed scene within the opening and closing lines as it is contained within the confines of the room. The poem, unusual for the lyric, is couched entirely in the past tense, a movement that distances the experiential effect of the present to the narrative mode of the past, so that any human feeling that might be experienced is already gone. This distancing is reinforced by the introduction of the idea of feelings in the allusions to commonplace formulated expressions (heaving sighs of grief, wringing one's hands in grief, drying one's eyes, holding one's breath in suspense) through mappings that remove the sense of human agency. That is, the "heaves" are associated with "storm", the form of the verb to wring in "have wrung them" is attached to "Eyes", and it is the "Breaths" that are "gathering firm". Although both eye and breath are metonyms for the watchers in the room, moving them into subject from object position reduces the sense of human agency. The use of the passive "be witnessed" further reinforces the suppression of the agent from the scene.
From the dying persona's perspective, human agency is no longer a factor in experience.
What agency there is in the poem is, ironically, encapsulated in the dying persona's actions in the third stanza. But these actions -making a will and signing away (one's rights) -are both indicative of ceding, of giving up the attachment to human things. Even the fly is given reduced agency, through the there construction ("there interposed a fly"). 16 Nominalization of the verb bu%i at the beginning to the fly's "Blue -uncertain -stumbling Buzz" at the end shifts the poem from movement to stasis. Most of the verbs are stative -hear, see, be -or have patients as subjects -die, fail.
As Reuven Tsur (2003: 36-37) notes: "Cognitive poetics assumes that poetic texts do not only have meaning or convey thoughts, but also display emotional qualities percäved by the reader". Emotive quality emerges from various structural techniques, such as the conflict that arises between the prosodie line and syntactic form or the tension that develops when linguistic stress does not coincide with prosodie stress. The prosodie form of Dickinson's poem is marked by a lack of tension: its iambic pattern is reinforced by stressed syllables falling on the even positions of each line, with only two phrases, "Fly buzz" and "last Onset", diverging (but each followed by when clauses: "I died" and "the King / Be witnessed") from this regular alternation. The ellipses and compressed syntax characteristic of Dickinsonian style are likewise missing in this poem: the sentences are syntactically regular and complete, creating a "flat" style devoid of any emotive spark that might result from clashing images or oxymoronic couplings.
These are just some of the structural patterns that produce the effect of stillness and quietude in this poem. Its tone is neither hopeful, hopeless, or unsure (see note 12), since these carry emotional overtones, and there are none in this poem. 17 Its persona is resigned/assigned to death, beyond all human feeling, beyond all life-giving forms, beyond all desire or need to believe in the continuation of life, whether or not it exists. The concluding line is one of 16 A linguistic colleague, Tom Roeper, makes the following observation: "The 'there interposed a flv' is a clever way of sidestepping intentionality. In a sense, the fly goes intentionally where it wants, but it does not intentionally interact with human affairs presumably" (personal communication). 17 I do not mean to imply that the poem does not stimulate an emotional response in the reader (see note 8). By "emotional overtones" I mean the conceived feeling that the poet creates in formulating the illusion of reality: "The poet's business is to create the appearance of 'experiences,' the semblance of events lived and felt, and to organize them so they consdtute a purely and completely experienced reality, a piece of virtual life" (Langer 1953: 212) .
finality, of cessation of all human activity and feeling. The verb see can take two constructions: to see an object or to see in order to perform some task (7 could not see to read, to thread a needle, etc.). In stating "I could not see to see -", Dickinson's persona has thus ceded from life's activities at the moment of death, as Dickinson creates the forms of language that ironically absent feeling. If Dickinson were indeed trying to capture what it is like to experience the moment of death, she has certainly succeeded.
Conclusion
Conceptual blending certainly plays a role in the production and processing of a literary text (Freeman 2005) . However, it can by no means be equated with or comprise fully the agenda of a cognitive poetics approach. Although the cognitive processes involved in blending -mapping, projection, compression of vital relations, etc. -may be the same in everyday language use and literary creation, the purposes for which they are employed are fundamentally different. Communicative discourse and literary expression share all the elements of language in articulating feelings and concepts through form. What differentiates them is aesthetic purpose, the objectification of feeling through form to create the illusion of felt life. As I have tried to suggest in my discussion, feeling and form are integral to poetic expression. As Langer notes:
An artistic symbol is a much more intricate thing than what we usually think of as a form, because it involves all the relationships of its elements to one another, all similarities and differences of quality, not only geometric or other familiar relations. That is why qualities enter directly into the form itself, not as its contents, but as constitutive elements in it (Langer 1953: 51) .
The distinction between communicative discourse and literary expression does not mean, however, that the cognitive processes involved are different. My analyses of the different interpretations given to Dickinson's poem confirm both Fauconnier and Turner's argument that it is not the mapping schémas that differ but what gets selected and how they are integrated, and Gibbs' cognitive intentionalist premise that assumptions about the poet's intentions shape understanding. The three case studies reveal different selection and integration strategies to support the critics' assumptions about Dickinson's intentionality. That is, the limits of experience readings select belief and the desire for knowledge to shape topology; the portal to nowhere readings adopt the KNOWING IS SEEING metaphor to select light-perception and consriousness·, the portal to immortality readings divide the points of view of persona or persona and poet to invert conventional symbol making that leads to false preconceptions in order to assert the true symbolism of time and eternity. All these critics are motivated by their need to provide the poem with interpretive coherence based on their assumptions of the poet's intentions.
The Sarah experiment revealed another aspect of the mapping paths readers use. In addition to shared attributes and common relations, human beings have the cognitive capacity to map forms that link seemingly disparate elements, what is otherwise known as the principle of isomorphism (Freeman 2007) . When readers map on the basis of isomorphism or formal relations, links are made between the forms of language and its expressions. Thus an understanding of system mapping explains how the reader of a Literary text may move beyond the purely conceptual toward a cognitive blending that captures the forms of feeling.
These strategies are common to all human reasoning, whether for the purposes of communicative discourse or literary expression. The latter, however, demands the recognition that, in creating a virtual world, the poet creates forms symbolic of human feeling. As many cognitive psychologists have shown, feeling is a motivating factor for cognition (Forgas 2000 , Frijda et al. 2000 . More research along these lines may further the understanding of how literary expression differs from communicative discourse and contribute toward the theory of cognitive poetics.
